Operator support for improving energy and material efficiency

The most resource efficient operation of production plants is not easy to identify under varying operating conditions. This study presents an approach for increasing the resource efficiency of the production.

Model identification
- Modelling of unit-operations
- Resource efficient operation is modelled

Visualization of results – A plant operator dashboard
- Transparent documentation promotes acceptance
- Intuitively represents deviations from resource efficient operation

Development of an operator support tool
- Statistical analysis of historical plant data
- Reference set-points are provided to operators

Combining different technologies to save resources

Summary, Results and Outlook
- A toolchain for an operator support platform has been developed
- Live monitoring increases the resource efficiency of the production
- Visualization dashboards have been developed for multiple plants at INEOS in Köln
- Resource consumption of an unit operation could be reduced by 20% in one case
- Development of dashboards for all plants of INEOS in Köln
- Increasing the reliability of the of the root cause analysis to further improve the acceptance
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